
Modernize your SAP environment  
by migrating to AWS



Are you considering migrating your SAP® workloads to AWS? The benefits of SAP cloud transformation on AWS are clear:  
your organization can reduce the risks and costs of migration, while simplifying the integration of new technologies and 
ensuring compliance with current regulations and security best practices. 

EPI-USE makes it all possible. From low-cost infrastructure to on-demand scaling, to flexibility and reduced downtimes,  
cloud transformation allows your company to take on your industry’s challenges competitively with cutting-edge solutions.

SAP Cloud Migration Services to AWS 

Our SAP AWS Cloud migration services deliver better productivity, process and systems agility, with operational resilience. 
Together with our SAP AWS experts, we complement the migration service with the added value of AWS and EPI-USE  
SAP-certified accelerators and toolsets. Whether you are just migrating your SAP workload to AWS, including inflight upgrades, 
or converting to S/4HANA, EPI-USE will rationalize and secure your new AWS SAP landscape, saving you money and reducing 
risk. With our tried and tested SAP AWS migration methodology, we will enable you to: 

 � Select and migrate only the relevant SAP data to AWS
 � Reduce the size of non-production systems and dramatically save on runtime costs
 � Secure any sensitive data in non-production environments
 � Save time and cost on your overall SAP AWS migration project.

 
Additional benefits:

 � Data center consolidation saves overhead costs
 � Digital transformation gives your organization the flexibility to adopt new technologies as needed
 � Outsourcing hardware/software allows faster implementation as well as savings in costs that would  

normally accrue for upgrades
 � Mergers and acquisitions can be conducted and integrated smoothly.

AWS Managed Support 

After a client goes live with 
AWS, they still need to support 
the environment. EP-USE has 

the team, tools, and automated 
systems to support enterprises’ 

AWS environments.

Billing as a Service 

Allow us to manage your  
AWS spend. We can usually  

save you up to 20%.

SAP on AWS 

Deployment, hosting and 
managed services of  

SAP systems.

Windows on EC2 

In EC2 and RDS; you can  
take advantage of the  

Microsoft/AWS partnership 
by launching pre-configured 

Windows Server and Microsoft 
SQL Server instances.

Desktop-as-a-Service 

To meet the increasing 
demands of clients and the 

expanding mobile workforce, 
organizations of all sizes are 
moving toward an always-

connected workplace.

Cloud Migrations 

AWS migration services are 
fast, convenient and  

cost-effective.

AWS Well-Architected 

A Well-Architected Framework  
is a set of core strategies and  
base practices for architecting 

systems in the cloud. A WAF review 
(not audit) is a low friction  

way to engage with an existing  
AWS client.

What we do
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SAP AWS Managed Support

As an Advanced AWS Partner and SAP Gold Partner, EPI-USE provides powerful SAP AWS Managed 
Support that ensures you have the flexibility, scalability, and reliability that you need. We provide a robust 
end-to-end AWS and SAP Managed Services solution across all SAP systems, with a highly personalized 
level of service. Our services and solutions include: 

 � Full AWS and SAP IP-leveraged Managed Services, including 24/7 remote services
 � Monitoring and housekeeping on AWS platform and SAP stacks
 � Break fix, incident and change ticket resolution measured against an SLA
 � Availability uptime (SLA), disaster recovery and high availability options
 � Operating System, database and SAP system patching
 � Proactive AWS and SAP process and setup improvements
 � Secure services and environment backed by ISO27001 certification
 � Specialized AWS cost optimization to drive down your ongoing operational costs.

SAP-certified software to accelerate the journey

Application Sunsetting
Archive Central™ allows for ongoing access to data extracted from a legacy SAP system without expensive 
archiving processes. Easily comply with data privacy and security regulations using the ISO 27001-certified 
platform. With read-only access, users can browse, filter data through controlled access to structured and 
unstructured stored data, and even create reports and dashboards in this highly searchable platform.  
Archive Central is the ideal solution to the problem of future access to legacy data.
 
Archive Central is an excellent solution for access to legacy data for: 

 � Greenfield / selective migrations
 � Retirement of systems
 � Mergers and acquisitions
 � Archiving for non-SAP use
 � Cold storage

Test Data Management
With our Data Sync Manager™ suite, you have a complete solution for all your test data management 
needs. It’s the simplest, most effective way to copy and mask data between and within any SAP ABAP stack 
landscape. Masking sensitive data reduces risks, and you can cut storage space by as much as 80%. 

 � Refresh data on demand
 � Save costs, with less downtime, and lower disk space usage
 � Reduce time spent recreating production issues
 � Empower your functional team to manage their own test data
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Data Protection and Compliance
Data protection and compliance often requires multiple layers of security measures and various access requirements,  
especially in highly regulated industries. Businesses must maintain compliance with data privacy legislation such as GDPR,  
state regulations, industry requirements, and more. 

With the Data Privacy Suite for SAP solutions, you’ll have all the tools you need at your disposal: 

 � Data Secure – rule-based, conditional and consistent anonymization of data through your non-production environments
 � Data Redact – intelligently remove or replace sensitive data 
 � Data Retain – proactive identification of data subjects eligible for removal 
 � Data Disclose – central reporting tool for highlighting sensitive data across your SAP portfolio

Are you ready to speed up your testing, reduce your manual workload, protect sensitive data, 
and reduce your costs by migrating your SAP workloads to AWS? 
 
Let EPI-USE support you through the process so you can reap the benefits, starting today.

groupelephant.com is a largely employee-owned group of companies, nonprofits and  

impact investment organizations, with a strong global presence. The Group is characterized 

by a primary strategic imperative in terms of which it goes ‘Beyond Corporate Purpose’  

in its day-to-day activities.

epiuse.com/aws-services | epiuselabs.com 

The business problems we solve

Operate Modernize Optimize

 � Business continuity
 � SAP support
 � IT spend
 � Legal compliance

 � Innovate
 � Business intelligence
 � Application retirement
 � Security

 � Global expansion
 � High growth
 � Elasticity
 � Innovation
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